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The Pacifican is 
currently 
accepeting appli­
cations for 97-98 
production staff. 
Those with 
Quark, 
Photoshop, and 
General Layout 
skills are highly 
encouraged 
to apply. 
Applications are 
available at the 
Pacifican offices 
located on the 
third floor of 
Hand Hall. If 
you have any 
question call 
Trent or 
Stephanie at 
946-2115 
ON THE COVER: 
S.T.A.N.D., students 
taking action direct­
ly, met at Morris 
Chapel to discuss 
strategy for taking on 
administration. 
• • " • • I H l l l P l l l l l l l l l l l l l l f - i i "  i i  
Final Exam Question 
The Collect Call 
What's the only number to use for all your 
collect calls that could instantly win you 
cool stuff (litre classy Ray-Ban sunglasses 
and Oxygen in-line skates) 
every hour, every day? 
a)nope 
b) nope 
c)nope 
d) 1800 CALL ATT 
e) go back one 
1-800 call 
• * « w m 
ATT 
• " « For All Calls 
f 
AT&T 
v / • . 
The one number to know 
for all your collect calls. 
EST ONJSLF, ' A.96 1?,°R °WER' CA"S WI" BE ACCEP,ED AND 336 W,NNERS WI" BE ""M* randomly between 4/14/97 (noon 
Mta F<*S ££ and V P"Ze va'UeS: Ska,es ^/Sunglasses $169. Odds of winning depnd on number of 
' " °,"Cial """ and ,ree en,r* '"^tions. call 1 800 787-5193. Void where prohibited. Ray-Ban is a registered .trademark of Bausch & Lomb, Inc. 
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lection upheaval at UOP 
Lfljidate challenges delay vote count 
PARKS 
odflcon Staff Writer 
jesuits of the UOP student elec­
ts were delayed this week due to 
pi actions taken by the candidates 
ainst each other. 
Elections Coordinator Kate Lafean 
ad the ballots from the April 8-10 
lection would not be counted until 
; 1 the violations and appeals were 
filed. 
Before the beginning of Spring 
jieak, an election violation was filed 
gainst presidential candidates Derk 
fppin and running mate Ryan 2eley for "using The Pacifican to 
further (his) campaign," according to 
lafean. 
Pippin is editor in chief of The 
Pacifican, but has withdrawn from 
my role in election coverage. The 
panel said, a"letter from the editor", 
in which Pippin explained the news­
papers decision to discontinue the 
'Pebbles and Bam Bam" advice col-
The Cut List 
PrGvost's recommendations: 
9 programs currently added to the list 
for elimination: 
Applied Math-Physics, B.S. 
German, B.A. 
German Studies, B.A. 
Japanese, B.A. 
Japanese Studies, B.A. 
Russian, B.A. 
Russian Studies, B.A. 
English, M.A. 
Physics, M.A. 
16 programs voluntarily withdrawn 
by departments: 
Benerd School of Education: 
Education Administration and 
Foundations, Ed.D. 
English as a Second Language, M.A. 
Foundations, M.A. 
Foundations, Ed.D. 
Special Education Ed.D. 
College of the Pacific: 
F'ack Studies, B.A.; 
History, M.A.; 
Linguistics, B.A. 
Mathematics-Economics, B.S. 
Political-Economy, B.S. 
he-Ministerial Studies, B.A. 
Sociology, M.S. 
Conservatory of Music: 
Music Composition, M.M. 
Music Performance, M.M. 
School of Engineering: 
Electrical Engineering, M.S. 
umn, gave him an unfair advantage 
over other cadidates. 
After deliberations on Tuesday, the 
Elections Committee decided to 
erase 20 votes from the ticket for his 
violation. 
"I am deeply disappointed by the 
unethical practices of ASUOP. They 
are playing inside politics and wash­
ing each others hands with the same 
dirty water," said Pippin. "If there is 
not another election, with a disqual­
ification of certain candidates and a 
discreditation of the Elections 
Committee, then the students of 
Pacific will be the victims of orga­
nized corruption." 
Pippin and Bazeley have decided 
to appeal the decision to take 20 
votes away, which could delay the 
vote count further. 
Election results were further 
delayed by a separate violation filed 
on April 10 against candidates 
Victoria Bolle, Melissa Harris, 
Frederick Neil Williams, Auirina 
Villarreul, Monique Velarde, and 
Marshan Moultry. 
These candidates were accused of 
"going against the election code by 
not having campaign material 
approved, using campus mail by 
placing this (material) in people's 
personal mailboxes, and printing 
(the material) using ASUOP equip­
ment," according to a statement 
made by the candidate filing the vio­
lation. 
The Cultural Coalition allegedly 
made flyers for these candidates and 
handed them to students without 
the permission of Lafean. 
The candidates said they were not 
guilty of any wrongdoing. 
"We did not give any permission 
whatsoever for these flyers to be 
made. We cannot control how peo­
ple use our names . . . because our 
names are on this, we are getting 
blamed for it," said candidate 
Monique Velarde. 
see Upheaval page 6 
Majors revived 
Four majors saved from termination 
DERK PIPPIN 
Pacifican staff writer 
After hearing faculty and student 
complaints, Provost Philip Gilbertson 
modified his decision to recommend 
the elimination of 
four liberal arts 
majors at UOP. 
In a surprise 
a n n o u n c e m e n t  
Tuesday, UOP offi­
cials said 
Gilbertson's list of 
r e c o m m e n d e d  
program cuts has 
been reduced from 
29 to 25. 
Gilbertson rec­
ommends that Humanities majors 
(art history, classics, music history, 
religious studies) be continued, 
though faculty positions (are) still rec­
ommended for discontinuance," said 
Joe Wills, head of university relations. 
It was not immediately clear how 
well the majors would be able to oper­
ate if some, most or all of the faculty 
positions were "discontinued." 
The latest developments came 
amid a surge of student interest in 
saving under enrolled majors and in 
preserving UOP's liberal arts charac­
ter. A student organization called 
S.T.A.N.D. (Students Taking ActioN 
Directly) formed last week to head off 
the provosts decision. 
, .. . The change of 
Gilbertson recommends that heart, Wills said, 
Humanities majors (art his- came after months 
tory, classics music history, °^g'a?h°en ££ 
religious studies) be contm- of targeted majors. 
ued, though faculty posi- According to a 
tions (are) still recommend­
ed for discontinuance 
-Joe Wills, 
Head of University Relations 
memo from 
Gilbertson to UOP 
President DeRosa 
on April 8, a series 
of suggestions 
developed at indi­
vidual meetings with the departmen­
tal panels and from open discussions 
about reorganizing the university in 
accordance with accreditation offi­
cials concerns. 
"My recommendations have been 
heavily shaped and informed by the 
program reports, the faculty Review 
Panel reports, the deans responses, 
and the reviews of the four campus 
bodies," Gilbertson said in a written 
statement. $ee Revived page 6 
Choose 
or lose 
BILL PARKS 
Pacifican Staff Writer 
Citing ethical concerns, ASUOP 
exercised its power last month 
when it ordered Derk Pippin to 
resign from his position as editor 
in chief of The Pacifican if he won 
the candidacy for ASUOP presi­
dent in the upcoming elections. 
The ruling, which was handed 
down by ASUOP Attorney 
General Kirsten Peterson, cited a 
"conflict of interest" as the main 
problem of holding both offices 
at the same time. 
"That's an unfair situation for 
the ASUOP President to also be 
the editor in chief of The 
Pacifican because there is a clear 
conflict of interest," Peterson 
said. 
"No ASUOP president should 
have the power of the media," 
she said. "The media is a watch­
dog for the student population 
and allowing the ASUOP presi­
dent to have control of the media 
wipes out a large portion of our 
check and balances system." 
Pippin disagreed, saying one 
issue should not be the determin­
ing factor of whether or not he 
could be president and that the 
issues should be left to the voters. 
"To say that I can't be president 
cause of one issue, is a little bit 
overemphasized by ASUOP," he 
said. "I don't think that the fund­
ing issue should derail me if the 
students of the school feel they 
don't trust me." 
As the April 8 election 
approached, students were split 
on the issue. 
"Even though he might be 
qualified, that's way too much for 
a student going to UOP to carry 
on their shoulders," said sopho­
more Marisa Mettler. This cam­
pus tries to work at a diversity of 
opinions. If we have one individ­
ual as editor in chief and ASUOP 
president, a variety of opinions 
would not be shared." 
"I think it's a conflict of inter­
est," said sophomore BeeBee 
Mazzone. He would have too 
much power. Other aspects of the 
school wouldn't be given a fair 
opportunity." 
Others had a different take on 
the issue. 
see Lose page 6 
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Fraternity house will reopen in the fall of 1997 
I ~ KATIE CORRIGAN 
Pacifican guest writer 
After months of major recon­
struction, UOP students can expect 
to see Omega Phi Alpha's fraternity 
house come to life again in Fall of 
1997. 
"We had hoped to open earlier. 
We thought we might be able to 
open this Spring. But, (with) work 
scheduling and obtaining permits, 
it took us into Fall of '97," said Rick 
Morat, director of student activi­
ties. 
The middle structure in 
Fraternity Circle was condemned 
Memorial Day weekend in 1996, 
because of fire code violations. But, 
the improvements will help more 
than just meeting the fire code. 
"They're reconfiguring a few 
bedrooms. They're putting in a new 
fire alarm system. They're fixing 
some plumbing. They're having to 
do some reflooring and major 
repairs of walls," Morat said. 
While the fraternity once had an 
open-door policy, the door now 
says: "Keep out. Authorized person­
nel only." The sound of saws and 
hammers was heard from the inside 
of the brick building for the last 
several months while the work pro­
gressed. 
Omega Phi had an agreement 
with the school that they would be 
self-operating with the fraternity 
paying for all repairs and that is 
one of the reasons the house 
became so run down. Without a 
lease agreement with the school, 
the Omega Phi Alpha house wasn't 
part of Physical Plant's mainte­
nance schedule. Without regular 
maintenance, the house became so 
run-down that it resembled a 
downtown flop house, Stockton 
city officials said. 
$140,000 and Omega Phi will look like new. 
Both the fraternity and the 
school decided this was not the best 
way to run the house and have 
made a change. 
"We have signed a new lease 
agreement with Omega Phi Alpha," 
Morat said. "The new lease puts the 
facility fully under the office of 
Housing and Residential Life." 
Other Greek organizations have 
this agreement with the school and 
it seems to be going well. 
"This is the same arrangement 
that we have with Archania, with 
SAE, with Tri Delt and we haven't 
had any fire code problems with 
those buildings," Morat said. 
The 40+ Omega Phi Alpha frater­
nity members were disappointed by 
the delays of reconstruction, but 
they're not letting it get them 
down. 
"It hurt us with rush and pledg­
ing, not having a central location, 
but people are going to see next 
semester that we're the best house 
on campus and one of the few fra­
ternities not on probation," Bryan 
Lojeski said. 
The repairs cost about $140,000. 
This includes painting, structural 
work and electrical work, among 
other things. The financing for this 
project will come out of the resi­
dent fees the university collects 
from the fraternity, Morat said. 
After construction is completed, 
Physical Plant will make regular vis­
its to make sure everything is work­
ing fine and will have regular fire 
code inspections. "It's progressing 
well," Morat said. "The men had 
hoped that they could get in earlier. 
And with new construction, yoUj 
hope to stay on time and some­
times there's delays. So it's^ beenj 
delayed some, but not much. 
Desperate for money, students cheat for aid 
KATIE CORRIGAN 
Pacifican guest writer 
More and more college students 
across the country are cheating on 
their financial aid forms. But, UOP 
officials say students here are, for 
the most part, honest when it comes 
to financial aid applications. 
"You're allowed to estimate infor­
mation if you need to meet dead­
lines, but as far as the general situa­
tion here we are not aware of any 
major problems in that area," 
Financial Aid director Lynn Fox said. 
According to a recent Wall Street 
Journal article, students across the 
country are not as honest as they are 
at UOP and the problem is growing. 
"The higher the cost of the insti­
tution, the more pervasive it is," Jim 
Briggs, a former Internal Revenue 
Service agent, who has trained aid 
officers at various universities, said. 
"That's something that, unfortu­
nately, we're seeing more and more 
of," said Gary Mathison, an investi­
gator for the Department of 
Education. 
One student applied for financial 
aid at one university and was turned 
down. When he applied for aid at 
another school and didn't include 
his mother's savings, he received 
aid. But, Fox says that there is a very 
small, if not invisible problem at 
UOP when it comes to fraudulent 
financial aid forms. 
"In the 10 years I've been here, 
we've made two fraud referrals to 
the Inspector General's office," Fox 
said. "I think those are pretty good 
numbers and I think, basically, the 
student population does a pretty 
good job of reporting the informa­
tion and getting it right." 
The Pacifican talked to 10 stu­
dents who receive financial aid. 
Three said they cheated on the 
forms in one way or another. They 
said if they didn't, they would not 
be able to afford the university's 
$24,000 tuition. 
Because of the amount of paper­
work that needs to be filled out, 
there is the possibility of making 
mistakes, Fox said. But, that doesn't 
mean the students are trying to 
deceive the school. 
"There is a major difference 
between intentionally falsify'11? ^ 
making an error along the way tM 
we ultimately have to correc, 
But, the school will fijndtth'"S 
takes and help the studen 
them. . . 2S m 
"We have a number of to? 
place that are really designed ^ 
students report the inform3 
rectly more than it is to try ^ anj 
up someone trying to ra""-'ion/ 
provide misleading inf°rmat 
Fox said. , hprei it1 
"If we have a pr°blenl j thinl 
hiding pretty well, ^a"od sate 
we have some pretty g; dllc 
guards to catch those si u often; 
we just don't see them 
Fox added. 
NEWS 
,p considers face lift for Stagg Stadium 
„ 000 project is put on hold; 49ers still debate training QtU0P 
'—
L — —* — S ! * 
y RANKIN 
•can staff writer 
••••Hi 
possibility that the San 
isco 49ers will hold 
training camp at UOP is 
jting the school to con­
niving an expensive face 
its aging stadium. 
. spanos family, which 
[onated heavily to UOP 
e past, is reviewing the 
bility of donating 
v to pay for renovations 
e 46-year-old stadium. 
ing Athletic Director 
\ Spiro said changes are 
ed, even though UOP 
suspended its football 
tarn and prospects for 
Stag the sport are uncer-
\|vl -u>. 
e know that renovation Aging Stagg Stadium needs repairs. 
to take place...but we .. .. 
not gone forward with that." 
the 49ers have their training 
here, the Amos Alonzo Stagg 
orial Stadium's 30,000 seats 
be improved to accommodate 
ording to John Stein, execu-
issistant to President DeRosa, 
project is estimated to cost 
:en $700,000 and $800,000. 
reported this estimate in the 
8, 1997 Facilities Committee 
tion of an athletic director to look 
at issues relative to the future of the 
facilities," said Stein. 
The Spanos had planned to build 
a banquet facility next to the 
Spanos Center. According to the 
Jan. 8, 1997 minutes of the 
Facilities Committee meeting, they 
have agreed to put on hold this pre­
viously approved addition to fur­
ther explore renovating the stadi­
um 
o* 
se renovations remain in the 
ing stage, until the newly 
nted Athletic Director Michael 
ely, UOP coaches and the ath-
lepartment decide what UOP s 
are, said Stein. 
e've been waiting for the selec 
Many factors must be considered 
in the decision to renovate the foot­
ball stadium. 
"The issue of the football stadium 
is relevant to the discussion of the 
49ers, as well as the discussion of 
football at UOP," said Stein. 
The question of whether UOi 
would have to contribute money for 
the improvements on the stadium 
has come up. 
"The president has clearly said 
that if the 49ers come to the 
University, we cannot use any insti­
tutional funds to support that inter­
est," said Stein. "He's been very 
clear." . 
ASUOP President Alexia Stjerne 
said the money that might be used 
for the stadium could be used in a 
better way. 
"I think it's very generous of the 
Spanos family to want to donate 
such a large amount of money to 
UOP," said Stjerne. "Though it 
could be used more effectively in a 
different location, such as improv­
ing the student union or central 
dining facility." 
Some students thought the 
money should not be put into 
the football stadium, but it 
should go to the planned 
banquet facility. 
"I think they should build 
the banquet facility because 
it's more of a guarantee to 
make a profit. There are other 
sports than football," said 
Senior Richard Nguyen. 
Junior Nate Arellano said, 
"In the long run the banquet 
facility would sound better 
because we can use it over 
and over. Whereas, if we use 
the money for the 49ers, it 
would only be that one time, 
and we're not even sure if 
they are coming or not." 
Other students liked the 
idea of upgrading the stadi-
um. 
"I think it would bring a lot ot 
attention to UOP if the 49ers 
brought their summer training 
camp here and it would draw posi­
tive publicity to the University, 
said Junior Shannon Haugh. 
Sophomore Melinda Davis said, 
"Put the money into renovate the 
stadium, so it is acceptable to use 
for our sporting events also.' 
Spiro said that the possible reno­
vations on the football field, woul 
not be only for the 49ers; benefit 
She said the stadium is used for 
many things, like hosting local high 
schools, the annual state-wide drum 
and bugle corps competitions, and 
even a professional soccer team. 
Spiro said, "It gets more use than 
a lot of people realize." 
)P tightens reigns on sexual harassment 
and Yvonne offered 
HERA BARKER 
can guest writer 
Stockton campus, and Yvonne 
Manford, human resources adminis­
trative analyst at the McGeorge 
School of Law in 
is revising its sexual harass-
>olicy in an effort to unify the 
t policies that exist among the 
ampuses. 
e of our concerns is letting 
know what constitutes sexu-
issment," said Dianne Rulnick, 
l resources director. "And if 
s a problem, the person has a 
where things can be worked 
or physical, involving professors, 
students, administration and statt. 
There have been two cases ot o iiw» -
harassment in the , x/ouna lady and Sacramento 
past few months It ' O younyiu y Coleman said 
according to Sally wish to compliment her O that each campus 
Coleman, human fey looks, I must limit my has its own policy 
assis" communication for fear of statement and 
grievance 
resources 
tant 
want to be able to resolve the 
n at the first level so that it 
t go beyond that," said 
c. "And where individuals can 
ip regarding harassment with-
r of retaliation." 
sexual harassment policy cov-
;nsive sexual advances, verbal 
"1 have been 
with the commit­
tee for just two 
months and dur­
ing that time, I 
violating her idea of 
appropriate behavior." 
-Damon Bowers 
s lllcl I v. * —— 
have worked on harassment issues 
that involve students, faculty and 
staff," said Coleman. 
The committee coordinators ar 
Kara Bell, director of human 
resources at the School of Dentistry 
in San Francisco, Sally Coleman, 
human resources assistant at tne 
proce­
dures policy. The 
goal is to develop 
a clear policy 
statement that is 
"""Our goal is to take the strengths 
from the three existing policies and 
grievance procedures and combine 
them to make a university-wide pol­
icy," said Coleman. 
When asked what constitutes se 
ual harassment, several students 
offered varied responses. 
"It's a shame to think we live in a 
society that is so paranoid...that we 
are unable to fully enjoy and utilize 
our ability to interact with one 
another," said senior Damon 
Bowers. , . , . 
"If I see a young lady and wish to 
compliment her on her looks, I must 
limit my communication for fear o 
violating her idea of appropriate 
behavior," he said. 
"It all depends on how you take 
the compliment and if you know 
that person," said freshman Petra 
Rodriguez. "If you don t know that 
person and that person goes up to 
you and says something, depends on 
""students may call any of the three 
campuses if they have a question, ot 
want more information. 
, • ' 
Iff 
w 
Upheaval. 
continued from page 3 
As of Tuesday night, the Elections 
Committee is still in the process of 
deciding the action to be taken 
against these candidates. 
"The goal here is to have a fair 
election. The reason its a little 
bureaucratic is so the fairness can be 
monitored," said ASUOP advisor 
Greg Lehr. "I believe that those rules 
are there for good reasons." 
In light of what's happened, Lehr 
said he felt students and government 
need to work together and be aware 
of the rules to prevent future prob­
lems from occurring such as this. 
"I believe it's incumbent upon stu­
dents as active citizens that they're 
aware of what their student govern­
ment is doing. It's also incumbent 
upon the government to try and 
inform those citizens," said Lehr. 
Revived. 
continued from page 3 
The new proposal creates the 
"Humanities Project," an interdisci­
plinary three-year experiment linking 
all humanities majors in a common 
effort. Still the majority of the 
provosts urgings have remained 
unchanged leaving 25 majors on the 
verge of exterminations. 
DeRosa and the UOP Board of 
Regents still must make a final deci­
sion about what programs will be 
eliminated starting this fall. 
"He follows the findings of faculty 
panels in recommending the termi­
nation of 42% of the graduate pro­
grams in the College (of the Pacific,)" 
said Robert Benedetti, Dean of COP. 
Lose — 
continued from page 3 
"I don't think it's fair (to force him to quit). 1 think they should give him 
a chance. If he feels he can do it, let him go for it," said sophomore Derek 
Carlson. If he can't, let them take action about it from there." 
That seems wrong (forcing him to resign). I think anyone who believes in 
himself enough should be able to decide if they can handle it or not, espe­
cially in a place where your supposed to expand yourself," said freshman Nick 
Braunstein. 
ASUOP also said the issue of funding would create a conflict that would 
give the president too much power if he or she was allowed to retain a posi­
tion as editor in chief of The Pacifican at the same time. 
Since spring break, Pippin has agreed to resign as editor in chief of The 
Pacifican by May 8 if he wins the candidacy for ASUOP, said ASUOP President 
Alexia Stjerne. 
"At a small school, the leadership should be as diverse as possible," said an 
ASUOP officer who wished to remain anonymous. "There is no reason why 
one person should have two strong leadership positions at the same time." 
Campus Crime Report 
THEFTS 
Library 
Southwest Hall 
VANDALISM 
Price House 
Townhouse 
MISCELLANEOUS 
Pacific/Knoles 
Bicycle seat 
Bicycle 
Broken window 
Broken door 
Subject in vehicle arrested 
for brandishing handgun 
at another motorist. 
DID YOU KNOW? 
During this period of time, Public Safety officers provided 299 hours of 
bike/foot patrol, 69 hours of motor patrol to the campus, provided 2 escorts, 
found 10 open windows/doors, assisted 4 stranded motorists and contacted 
12 suspicious persons. 
If you have any inquires about any of the information provided in this 
report, you are encouraged to contact Jerry L. Houston, Associate Director of 
Public Safety at 946-2537 or Extension 2537 from campus phones. You may 
also call anonymously to report any suspicious circumstances or persons. 
NEWS 
ANNUAL 
CONTINUES PACIFIC 
The first annual Mm Tr PTieie 0n Friday' 18 on Hand Hall laWn 
five band concert win i 
Jackpot, Chocolate 
Monkey, Verb, Mentio 
The Infamous They <;a( 
April 19 is Pacific Boar 
and interactive day 0f 
rides, music and a Da 
Thon. Don't miss out on 
the excitement! 
1997 WRITING CONTU 
AND SCHOLARSHIP 
You could win a $2000 s 
arship in honor of Aili 
Hansen, long-time profes: 
English. 
To eligible, UOP studi 
must be registered at UOP 
sophomore or junior stam 
Submit two writing sampl 
One must be at least 
months old, of any lengt 
written for no specific occasi 
or audience (journal entry fro 
an expedition, history pap< 
letter to a lover, poem, etc 
The second sample must I 
recent, no more than six wee 
old, without exceeding t« 
pages, and written for no sjx 
cific occasion or audience 
ter regarding this scholars! 
diary entry about last weckei 
short story of a weird di 
etc.). 
Submit entries to the CO 
Dean's office (WPC 118) 
Friday, April 18. For nv 
information call Carol at 94t 
2121. 
Mind your manners! Theta's Do 
The Pacifican 
At promptly 5 p.m. on 
Wednesday, March 19, 1997, the 
sixth graders of Brookside 
Elementary School made their 
arrival at Kappa Alpha Theta's eti­
quette dinner. Dressed to impress, 
the sixth graders were given a brief 
introduction of the evening's eti­
quette lesson by the women of 
Kappa Alpha Theta. The lesson 
covered everything from "elbows 
off the table" to "salad fork, dinner 
fork, dessert fork." Seated in the 
dining room, the dinner guests 
were put to the test and all passed 
with flying colors, enough to meet 
Emily Post's seal of approval! 
Erin Dodds, Theta's service chair, 
said the evening was a success. 
Etiquette can be fun for every­
one," said Dodds. 
SIS STUDENT GETS WHIT 
HOUSE INTERNSHIP 
SIS student Kim Bejaranoj 
wee! Tulare will spend seven 
assistant i this summer as an 
the White House. 
Bejarano is a junior ma 
in global economic relation: 
Shehad requestedajojtion. 
one of four areas: ---- j. 
branch, with the First a y> 
1 , nr the chiet 
ositio legal counsel or the staff. Her unpaid p' 
begins May 14 and ^ Join! 
find out what she will 
Bejarano spent last fljjjj 
in Washington, D ^f"Amerja 
for the Federation 
Scientists where info 
responsible for posting ^ 
mation on the federation 
page. 
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bucking student questions... 
V, We students of this university need to 
mRethink our role in the education 
* irocess. We are currently being 
essed through like cattle, with lit-
ofjrie regard for the students either in the 
3 DaJjecisions made by the DeRosa admin-
"'Mstration or by our ASUOP student gov­
ernment. 
The issue of program review has gen­
erated a threat of a sit-in demonstra-
oon by a newly formed student group 
ailed S.T.A.N.D (Students Taking 
\ction Directly). This comes in protest 
of Provost Gilbertson's recommenda­
tions for eliminating academic pro­
grams through program review and his 
unwillingness to answer student ques­
tions without skirting the issue. 
When Gilbertson agreed to an open 
meeting on program review he asked 
members of the media, specifically the 
Sacramento TV station KXTV and The 
Stockton Record, to leave. According to 
members of S.T.A.N.D, Gilbertson 
failed to answer some 25 questions 
that were important to them that 
evening. What is he so afraid of? 
..And taking away their votes 
Meanwhile at ASUOP, some of our 
student leaders are extending them­
selves the role of judge, jury and exe­
cutioner when dealing with matters of 
this year's election. 
In one incident this year, a 30 vote 
penalty was assessed to a candidate for 
an alleged rule violation, essentially 
disqualifying 30 votes from the student 
body. The person making the com­
plaint was a rival candidate 
for the office of ASUOP 
President, and ironi­
cally vice president of 
ASUOP as well as chair 
of the senate. The 
three person panel 
deciding the penalty of 
30 votes consisted of 
two candidates for 
president and 
another ASUOP rep. 
These "officials" 
sidestepped a 
process most of us 
might find funda­
mental: the right 
to a defense. The 
candidate named in the complaint was 
not allowed to defend his actions even 
as defined in ASUOP election by-laws. 
Maybe the sword is mightier than the 
pen. 
Since then, the faculty advisor to 
ASUOP suggested that the candidate be 
allowed to present his side of the story 
and ASUOP has since taken steps to 
ensure a more fair process. But with 
accusations of election fraud 
last year looming over 
their heads, do they need 
this issue to get any 
worse? 
These students in the 
offices of ASUOP need 
to remind themselves 
that they are students as 
well. They should also 
remember that they 
are representing us, 
the voting body, and 
we are the ones who 
do the hiring and the 
firing. It is time 
^ they started ask-
ing us what we 
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Stop sign in Punjabi? 
ERIC DEWEES 
Pacifican staff writer 
Should the United States make 
English the official language? Why is 
official English necessary? What hap­
pens when English is declared the 
official language? 
Adopting official English means 
that official government business at 
all levels must be conducted solely in 
English. This includes all public docu­
ments, records and legislation, as well 
as hearings, ceremonies, and public 
meetings. 
"E pluribus unum"—out of many, 
one—is a guiding principle of this 
nation. Unfortunately, the prolifera­
tion of multi-lingual government 
sends the opposite message to non-
English speakers: It is not necessary to 
learn English because the government 
will accommodate them in other lan­
guages. As a result, immigrants fail to 
learn English and into linguistic 
enclaves. 
This division of the United States 
into separate language groups con­
tributes to racial and ethnic conflicts 
Designating English as the official 
language will halt this harmful 
process. 
One of the many roles of schools is 
to provide students with the English 
language skills necessary to succeed in 
American society; it is the role of the 
families to maintain the native lan­
guage, if they so wish. Unfortunately, 
the federal government currently ear­
marks 75 percent of its bilingual edu­
cation funding for programs that 
teach children in their native lan­
guage. Many studies show that these 
programs are inferior in teaching chil­
dren English to programs that are 
more English-intensive, like English-
as-a-Second-Language (ESL). 
California's Little Hoover 
Commission in 1993 released 
reports showing that native language 
based programs were taking years 
longer to transition students into the 
mainstream school curriculum than 
English-based programs. Yet in 1994 
alone, nearly 12 billion dollars was 
spent on bilingual education, most of 
it on native-language based programs. 
California leads the nation with 33 
different languages used for adminis­
tering Driver's License Exams. That's 
right...33! They include: English, 
Arabic, Eastern Armenian, Assyrian, 
Cambodian, Chinese, Ethiopian 
(Amneric), Filipino (Tagalog), French, 
German, Greek, Hebrew, Hindi, 
Hmong, Hungarian, Indonesian, 
Italian, Japanese, Korean, Laotian, 
Persian (Farsi), Polish, Portuguese, 
Jeff's journal of jaunisse 
IFrrorv r Unr^rr '  JEFFREY GADDIS 
Pacifican staff writer 
It is more feared by freshmen than 
any other phenomenon. It is there 
when the sun first rises in the East. It 
is a horrible thing to wake up to. 
No, not the boogie monster. We 
are talking about 8 a.m. classes. 
The asinine conception that stu­
dents perform better one hour after 
wake up is crazy. Every 8 a.m. class 
that I've ever had has been filled 
with several students who obviously 
Dr. Ray's Rx 
Tf. • § . 
have not escaped REM, and have 
chosen not to. 
I feel bad for the professor more 
than anything. This poor person 
pours his heart and soul to an audi­
ence that is still mesmerized by the 
fact that they are awake, not at all by 
the thought of learning something new. ° 
Students are simply not going to 
go to bed early in order to wake in 
sound mind for their early morning 
lecture. It seems like such a waste of 
time to go through the motions of a 
great lecture, only to have half the 
class recall half the material. 
We must rally behind the notion 
of later classes, and we should no 
longer be victims of this socializing 
agent called an "alarm clock." 
A call to arms has been made, and 
we, as students, must fight for what 
is rightfully ours: A good night's rest, 
without compromising our educa­
tion!!! 
You, too, can join SLEEP, Students 
Losing Education—Everybody Pays!! 
by e-mailing: ssjm36e@prodigy.com. 
These jokes can be read in the i 
ARSENIO J 
ABC has yanked Arsenio Hall's sit­
com. That's unfortunate because it 
had received 2 thumbs up...One 
from each viewer. 
ORG WOMEN 
Two scientists have found the 
chemical that produces orgasms in 
women. They refer to it by its sci­
entific name...Beer. 
someone authentic to play the 
financially-strapped leader whose 
faithful followed him like 
sheep...But, Newt Gingrich was 
busy. 
Jupiter's moons. It's probably not 
intelligent...Just a couple of surfers. 
GATEKEEPERS 
ABC will produce a movie on the 
Heaven's Gate cult. They wanted 
PUB YOUNGER 
A report says girls are reaching 
puberty at a younger age. This 
could be the idea behind Mattel's 
new line of dolls...Stay Free Barbies 
EURO TOPS 
EuroDisneyland is now the top 
tourist attraction in France. 
Fantasyland is the most unique area 
of the park...French workers are 
polite to Americans. 
LIFE MOON 
Scientists now say life in some form 
may exist in the ocean of one of 
You or your organization can 
subscribe 
by reaching Telejoke at: 
http://www.telejoke.com 
T»P Ten List 
Punjabi, Romanian, Russian, Samoan, 
Spanish, Thai, Tongan, Vietnamese, 
Western Armenian, and Serbo-
Croatian. Following close behind are 
Massachusetts with 25, New York 
with 23, and Michigan with 20 lan­
guages. 
Official English legislation discour­
ages multi-Iingualism only at the gov­
ernment level. There is no question 
that being proficient in other lan­
guages, in addition to English, is 
extremely advantageous. Multi-lin-
gualism in government, however, is a 
wasteful and inappropriate allocation 
of American tax dollars. 
Official English promotes unity, 
streamlines government and cuts 
costs, and empowers immigrants by 
encouraging them to learn English, 
the language of opportunity in this 
country. Official English ends multi-
language government; most official 
documents, records, legislation and 
regulations, as well as hearings, cere­
monies, and public meetings would 
be conducted in English. 
Official English sets an important 
and sorely needed language policy, 
which will strengthen citizens' com­
munication, encourage immigrants to 
realize the American dream of suc­
cess, and streamline government 
operations. 
Top Ten Sinn 
You're a Los? 
10. your idea of piayi. 
hard is winning at 
Solitaire. 
9. You look forward \ 
weekends, just so y0L 
can wake up early to 
the best deals at the 
swap meets. 
8. Your favorite thing 
about living on campu 
is the food. 
7. When asked if you) 
an organ donor, you t 
them you've never eve, 
played the piano. 
6. Your favorite show i 
television involves two 
cousins, another cousii 
and a red General Lee. 
S. The best thing in your 
life is your car—and it 
sucks. 
4. Your favorite place to 
pick up girls is 
Baskin Robbins. 
3. You think David 
Letterman is a postal 
carrier. 
2. The other team, the 
one you were playing 
against, won. 
1. You have nothing bet­
ter to do than to sit 
around writing absent-
minded Top Ten lists! 
Compiled by: 
Jeff Caddis 
o f e n  imi 
u ffWK 
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THE Crossword 
ACROSS 
1 Great composer 
5 Of John Paul II 
10 Puerto — 
14 Perry's creator 
15 Form of oxygen 
16 Light color 
17 Minced oath 
18 Composition for 
piano 
19 —moss 
20 Vocalist 
22 Airborne throngs 
24 Grandiose 
25 Wading bird 
26 System of 
morals 
28 Relied on 
31 Brother of 
Moses 
32 Cursed 
33 Status — 
35 Deer 
36 Throw 
37 In one's — 
(drunk) 
38 Dry, as wine 
39 Orchestra pari 
40 Spirals 
41 Ponder 
43 Slanting way 
44 Big dummy 
45 Donahue 
46 Safe 
49 Balloonist 
53 Charter 
54 Rich cake 
56 Movie lioness 
57 Persia, at pre­
sent 
58 Homeric work 
59 Go after 
60 Gingrich 
61 Small rooms 
62 Withered 
DOWN 
1 Hive dwellers 
2 Jason's vessel 
3 Large group of 
relatives 
4 Spiny mammal 
5 Kind of justice 
6 Mexican Indian 
7 Decant 
8 A connective 
9 City near 
Ortando 
w* ' JTO i rytvoia d*rvK*S. WC 
AB righis res«rvf>d 
ANSWERS 
10 Food and drink 
11 Cake decorator 
12 Stuff 
13 On the — (not 
speaking) 
21 Short drive 
23 Sage 
25 Presses 
26 Dinner guest 
27 Vestige 
28 Wring 
29 Furnish with 
materials 
30 Twofold 
31 Burro 
32 Loose 
34 Hush-hush gp.t 
once 
36 Wildly exited 
37 Chilly state 
39 Smudge 
40 A Muse 
42 Expert in anoth­
er language 
43 Tears 
45 Flower part 
46 Leg part 
47 Ireland 
48 Bird's crop 
49 Seed 
appendage 
50 Toward shelter 
51 Addict 
52 Seize 
55 Cry at a bullfight 
TMe oWit 
C«ANy OR ue 
NeWsPAfeP? 
man life. 
Well, I now have a crop of friends 
who are either Archites, Tri-Delts, Phi-
Del ts, or DG's. I have to tell you, I real­
ly enjoy hearing all the great stories 
from the new bros and sisses. 
I especially like hearing from this 
Tri-Delt named Sunny how the food 
over at the house is "sooo much better 
than dorm food." I once asked her if I 
could have her wrap some of that 
"delicious food" in a bag and bring 
some over to me. She didn't say no, 
she just sort of laughed and then 
looked at the ceiling. Oh well. 
I was reading some figures about 
how much the professors here make a 
year and I was really amazed. I mean, 
as students, we pay quite a bit to go 
here. Where does the money go to 
besides the basics like electricity 
water, food, upkeep? 
Intramurals here are kind of a joke. 
If you cuss under your breath because 
you pop a pitch up to first, your team 
gets docked sportsmanship points. 
What if one of us felt that the ref. 
really made a wrong call and pulled a 
Robbie Alomar (Alomar spit on an 
umpire for making a bad call)? The IM 
people need to also realize that 50 
minutes for a Softball game just isn't 
enough time—that is about 5 innings 
worth. I suppose they haven't heard of 
late comeback innings." 
Ever since Spring break, I have 
become slightly lazy. I say slightly 
because I still do all my homework 
and some studying for tests, but I get 
up later than usual and there have 
been a few times that I have missed 
class. My RA, Mike, has told me that I 
will probably miss more classes as I get 
closer to graduation. Can any seniors 
confirm that? 
Summer weather is here and we 
should all be grateful. I have a friend 
in Michigan and she is always telling 
me (or rather complaining to me) that 
the weather there is a never ending 
winter K is still snowing and really 
cold. Here we have sunshine, cool 
breezes, and long afternoons. I love it. 
This last paragraph is a tribute to 
the greatest basketball player of all 
time—Michael Jordan. The Bulls are 
awesome with him and mediocre 
without him. 
Last week, the Bulls played the 
Knicks in New York and won in the 
last few minutes thanks to his royal 
airness. You know something, great 
basketball players will come and go 
bu you'll never see domination and 
skills from the likes of MJ again. 
Music Fest '97 to feature live and locat bands 
Concerts finally come to UOP; 
Music Fest '97 to feature local bands 
CHRISTI NEILL . 
Pacifican staff writer 
The Infamous They, The Verb and 
Jackpot are just a few of the bands 
scheduled to perform in the Music 
Fest '97 tomorrow night. 
The free concert begins at 8 p.m. 
on the Hand Hall lawn and features 
several bands, including some of 
Stockton's greatest talent. 
The Infamous They was founded 
m April 1995 by a group of 
Stockton residents who suddenly 
found themselves making music 
that people liked. They played their 
first gig after being together only 
three days and the rest is history. 
Core members of The Infamous 
They are Adamen Hannaford 
(drums vocals), Hosanna 
Hannaford (keyboard, vocals) and 
Michael Thorn (bass and vocals) 
The group is usually joined by a 
guitar player whose current identity 
remains a mystery. 
The Infamous They have worked 
^ artists like Cake, Dave Green 
of the former Bluchunks, Kendall 
Bader of Saucer, and classical gui­
tarist Jonathon Paslov, to name a 
few. 
Their debut CD is scheduled for 
release in June of this year. 
The Verb is another local band 
from Stockton that will be perform­
ing tomorrow night. The Verb was 
formed just one year ago and, since 
then, they've concentrated their 
live performances to the local sur­
rounding areas, building a support­
ive following. 
This summer The Verb will be 
busy with shows at outdoor festi­
vals and performing at cafes. Their 
first self-produced CD is due out 
this August. 
Jackpot is a band that also has 
experience working with Cake. 
Jackpot opened for them in Palo 
Alto last year and gained lots of 
attention and fans. After the open-
1^8/ Jackpot sold nearly 100 copies 
of their CD within a week. 
Jackpot was formed in 1995 and 
has gone through several changes 
with the current Sacramento trio 
finally coming together. Their style 
is a refreshing mix of surf, earthy 
blues and danceable funk. 
Chocolate Honey Monkey and 
San Diego's Mention are also sched­
uled for Friday night's concert 
The action begins at 8 p.m. and is 
« . 65 and raffIes whl be 
offered between each act. The con­
cert is sponsored by Upbeat. 
Music Fest '9) 
Schedule 
Friday April 11 
8:00 p.m. 
Welcome and Intro 
8:05 to 8:25 
Chocolate Honey Mot 
8:35 to 9:00 
Mention 
9:15 to 9:55 
The Verb 
10:10 to 11:00 
The Infamous The 
11 :10  t o  12 :30  
Jackpot 
During the intern 
between each band, 
will be prizes 
raffled away, as wel 
introductions for ti 
upcoming act 
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elieving is believing 
AM 
1 7  1997 
NI GALLINA 
cifican staff writer 
jn0 you remember what it was 
JP to believe in things? The world 
much more colorful then. 
There is a point in almost every-
,e's life when they'd believe in 
it about anything, but as they 
this wonderful ability is lost 
n the way. 
It amazes me how people 
come so prone to disbelieving, 
ere's the fun in that?! Believing 
things not only makes this exis-
Ce worthwhile, it makes it a 
jthole lot more interesting. 
Do you remember what it was 
i believe in Santa Claus, I 
with all your heart and 
1 It was magic. I can't 
>e the elation, the whole 
vas an overload for the sens-
fce 
lieai 
sopf 
|t!Ci 
ihirij 
6. 
Th 
me 
rfu; 
5dwt 
s 
i that kid down the street let 
on a little secret. I still 
I to disbelieve in St. Nick, 
didn't take too long for all 
he innections to start making 
sense. Santa doesn't shop at Toys R' 
Us, so what was with the price tags 
half scratched off the presents' 
How does he do all that work on 
one night, and only on a diet of 
cookies and milk? If I didn't have a 
chimney, how was he getting in? I 
think it all fell together when I 
woke early one morning and 
caught my mom slipping some 
change under my brother's pillow. 
I was pretty skeptical about the 
Tooth Fairy in the first place, and 
this made me second guess the 
whole Santa thing. I tried not to let 
it happen, but it did. Eventually, 
just like every other kid in the 
world, I figured out that Santa 
was—well, you know. 
1 used to believe in magic, and I 
still do to a certain point, but I 
mean magic like witches and sor­
cerers and stuff. When 1 got my 
first magic kit, I was so happy 
about finally being able to know 
how to turn other kids into frogs 
and make gold from lead, I could 
hardly contain myself. 
Who knows, I might even make 
myself invisible for a little bit, just 
so 1 could sneak up on people. But 
there were no enchanted charms or 
black magic spells in that kit, only 
r 
Humphrey's College 
LSAT Prep Class 
WHAT YOU WILL 
RECEIVE WITH OUR COURSE: 
Complete Coursebook including lessons and homework in the form of 
practice tests with explanations. This will help you apply the skills and 
techniques taught in class. 
Two full length released LSATs. 
^ Computer analysis of performance on released Diagnostic Tests 1 and 2, 
pinpointing strengths and weaknesses. This information should help you 
focus your study time. 
America Online computer software which will enable you to access Kaplan 
Online containing a practice LSAT with numerous analysis functions. 
Dates/Times: Saturdays, May 10,17,24,31 and June 7,14 at 
9:00 a.m. until 1:00 p.m. 
Cost: $275.00 pre-paid (no college credit) 
—compare to others costing $700.00+! 
Enrollment is limited. Pre-registration is required. 
Call now to reserve 
your seat in class! 
6650 Inglewood Ave @ Ben. Holt Dr. 
Stockton, CA 95207 209-478-0800 * R s  o f  *  
a bunch of trick cards, containers 
with false bottoms, and a cheap 
rubber wand. I guess they should 
have put a label on the side that 
said, "Real magic sold separately." 
I used the kit, but regardless, 1 
was somewhat disappointed. Yeah, 
I could make a thimble disappear 
under a napkin, but that's not as 
satisfying as I had imagined turn­
ing some kid into a slimy green 
toad would have been. Besides, I 
knew that the thimble didn't really 
disappear, and only ended up In 
my pocket through a well prac­
ticed, "hand is faster than the eye" 
type trick. 
But, not everything is that way. 
After people reach that point, the 
point when they unbelieve their 
childhood dreams and fantasies, 
they start assuming everything is 
that way, that everything is a trick, 
and never was real at any time. 
Not only do they discontinue 
believing in things, but they forget 
the times when they still did. They 
push it out of their minds or cover 
it up; sticking it in a dark corner, 
like useless junk in an attic, never 
to be used again. 
The memories will sit and gather 
cobwebs and dust. People forget 
what it was like to be touched by 
that magic, by that innocence and 
awe that you get as a kid. 
If you're looking for a fountain 
of youth, 1 have found it. It comes 
in the form of believing, believing 
in things that give you hopes and 
dreams. It can change your outlook 
on the world so much, one might 
even call it a miracle. 
It can make you look at things 
with the same awe and wonder 
that you had as a kid, and there is 
nothing greater than that. Any 
other way just sounds so bland and 
boring, like living inside an ency­
clopedia. 
The world of facts and numbers 
will always be there to tie us down, 
so don't rush into it. Personally, I'd 
like to frolic in the autumn mist 
with Puff the Magic Dragon for as 
long as 1 can. It's just more fun. 
The sensation of time 
© 
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They had a dream 
In the reckless days of the Gold 
Rush, three men had a dream... a 
school of higher education. In 
order to receive a charter from 
the state, they had to raise 
$20,000. These men spent 
months passing their hats and 
managed to raise $27,000 (which 
was a considerable sum in those 
days) to start Pacific, the first 
chartered university in 
California. 
from financial ruin in those diffi­
cult times. 
ISAAC OWEN (1809-1866) 
In order to raise funds to acquire 
the charter, he rode on horseback 
through the mining camps that 
were scattered throughout the 
foothills, collecting gold dust. He 
and William Taylor raised the 
majority of the starting funds for 
Pacific. 
EDWARD BANNISTER (1814-
1871) Selected by the Methodist 
Mission Board to found a college 
in California, he and his wife, 
Elizabeth both taught 
preparatory and college-
level classes until 1856. 
During the Civil War, 
he served his second 
term as President of 
the University, and is 
c r e d i t e d  
w i t h  
WILLIAM TAYLOR (1821-
1902) A street preacher, he assist­
ed Isaac Owen in raising the 
funds to get Pacific's charter. 
His booming voice could 
be heard across the 
streets of San Francisco 
as he persuaded one 
and all to donate to 
this worthy cause. He 
served on the original 
board of trustees for the 
college. 
Did you know... 
- Hand Hall was once North Hall, the men's dorm? 
- Burn's Tower houses a 150,000 gallon water tank? 
- Anderson Hall used to be a dining hall? 
- Weber Hall was the orginally the library and sci­
ence classrooms? 
- UOP is the first, and the oldest, chartered universi­
ty in California? 
- South Campus (Classroom building) used to be 
Delta College Campus? 
- UOP was one of the first universities to be racially 
diverse? 
(The first Chinese graduate was class of 1887.) 
(The first black graduate was class of 1911.) 
Movies Filmed on Campus; 
//• 
1960- "High Time" 
1969- "RPM" 
1972- "World's Greatest Athlete" 
1981- "Raiders of the Lost Arc" 
1983- "Dreamscape" 
The Sure Thing" 
Glory Days" 
BJ and the Bears" TV pilot 
Inventing the Abbots" 
Flubber 
This Week!- "Dead Man on Campus" 
^Contrary to popular belief, Animal House WAS NOT filmed on the UOP campus!! 
1984 
1988 
1988 
1996 
1996 
//i 
//i 
/ / i  
//i 
I 
Some Famous Faculty: 
Howard Hanson- First winner of the PRIX Day Rome in Composition 
Anthony Kennedy- Supreme Court Justice (1988) 
Samuel S. Kistler- discovered the plastic used in unbreakable eyeglasses 
Taras Liskyevich- 1984 Olympics- U. S. Women's Volleyball Coach 
Some Famous Alumni: 
Dick Bass- All American, halfback with LA Rams 
Dave Brubeck- Jazz Pianist and Composer 
Chris Izaak- pop singer and guitarist 
Tom Flores- quarterback and head coach- Oakland Raiders 
Homer Lea- Revolutionary in China (1902) 
Schedule of Events 
10:30 a.m. Chapel Service 
Morris Chapel- Mark Zier 
Noon Founder's Day BBQ 
Hand Hall Lawn-
A1 Brown Conservatory Band 
146th Annual Heritage Society Luncheon 
Speaking: 
Kevin Starr, State Librarian of California 
Raymond Great Hall 
2 - 3 p.m. 
3:30 p.m. 
Walking Tour of Campus 
Reception-Knoles Hall 
Gladding, McBean Architecural Exhi i 
4:00 p.m. 
8:00 p.m. 
Stockton Architectural Tour 
Upbeat Presents: 
Founder's Day Movie 
The Sure Thing 
McCaffrey Center Theatre 
FOUNDER'S DAY APRTT 17 
wnder's Day is here aqain 
tor's Day Celebration. Severdt^ tsrapl^ ^  ^ *1 ^  fOCUS °f ^S year<S 
1 :heon and speaker at noon, and in the atenSSSktaSSr 2& J  ^ * ** m°ming* 
,n display is an exhibit of the Gladding McBean terra cotta in th f 5? a™Pus' and a tour of Stockton. 
gnally located in the Bay Area, UOP wis reSedTn Cu°bby °f Knoles Hal1-
ully C. Knoles, (in office from 1919-1946) decided thatpSc^wS 192°S" J1"6 prcsident at that 
vhere there were no colleges. acme could better serve the Central Valley, an 
ne of the first structures that were built on campus 
Knoles Hall, Weber Hall, and Faye Spanos Concert 
These buildings were designed in the Tudor Gothic 
and were decorated with the terra cotta trim 
led by the Gladding McBean Company of Lincoln, 
joles Hall, the administration building, was designed 
Iouis S. Stone. It features decorative trim around the 
ling, as well as the three terra cotta shields above the 
, which bear the emblems of Pacific, as well as the 
Oxford colleges where John Wesley, the founder of 
|!ei lodism, was educated. 
Weber Hall was originally home to the science labs, the 
jriry, and the art department. It was paid for by contri-
ions from the citizens of Stockton, and is named for 
city's founder, Charles 
Weber. It too bears the 
ntficate terra cotta trim. 
The facade of Faye 
ipanos is also quite inter-
ig, as it is decorated 
terra cotta plaques, 
ich depict groupings of 
|ious ancient and mod-
musical instruments. 
'three of these buildings 
re begun in January of 
14, and were in use by 
ristmas. 
students of Pacific, 
are all so busy that we 
hably don't often take 
time to stop enjoy the 
J auty of Pacific. Next 
|&ne you walk across the 
ipus, slow down a little 
fid enjoy one of the old-
11, and most beautiful, 
If lege campuses in 
ifornia. 
k 
above: 
Knoles Hall as of May 
26, 1972. 
above left: 
Is this the Knoles Hall 
you know? 
left: 
Morris chapel under 
construction in 1942. 
far left: 
President Robert E. 
Burns outside the now 
famous tower. 
AJL 
KAPPA ALPHA THETA 
THE FONP RON 
Date: Saturday, April 26th 
Location: Brookside Field 
Price: $15 for individuals; $10 for groups of 10 or more 
T-shirt and Raffle Tickets 
Registration: In the McCaffrey Center -
look for our table 
cowriiuue DAi(v RUGOUEU FgiDAv, APQIL 1?, 
FfSOM 11 too AM UN/TIL 2too Ptf iM r<4£ GQPCE OOVELL 
TV LOUN6E. AFTEfZ FtSiDAV, APQjL li, 1W, 
APPUCAROUE MLL COMTME TO &E ACCEPTED IM 
T^E OFFTCE OF REEIDEMTAL LIFE AMD HOOSiM6. 
APPLV FOR. TALL HOUSiM£ BEFORE PRIORLT* CkSM-
T/PZ> EMD TO MAiMTAiM PRORTY. 
^ LA vivEczsirv 5rupewr5 CAM MSJ 
CkrrQA&eove 
§ P c&ee WQ.1KJ6 rue TALL priority GGU-WS 
GUMMER UOUSIMG iS SRLL AVAiLA6L£ AMD 
APPUCATARE CU<2££Mr£.V &E\M6 ACCEPTED 
iM TP£ AFFCE OF RE&DEMTIAL LIFE AMD HOUERIMS. 
R£SiP£N/riA£. UF6 PUD HOU&W5 
bivt&'ow of crupewr ufc+ iu-zjji 
HANM5REE HALL CECOUO ruxx. 
i • j -
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LuigTs Two Toppin 
Pizza . .$6.75 
onion, bell pepper, 
tomato, mushroom, 
garlic, pineapple, 
olive, pepperoni, 
ham, salami, extra .SO per topping 
Basil Burger 
w/ chedder or 
swiss & fries 
.$5.75 
Monday 
SI. so 
bottled beer 
after lO pm 
(209) 478-6290 
2324 Grand Canal Blvd. #4 
Stockton, CA 95207 
Across from the Hilton entrance 
G*RL!2 
B « O T tt * « S 
•iti-ritit fejTliMeu j 
DINING ON Hit DtLW 
PATIO DINING & GUEST DOCKING! 
tXPANttt MENU! 
NAPPY HOUP every day 4:00-6:00 
special prices on drinks and 
appetizers 
LIVE MUSIC every weekend! 
RESERVATIONS AVAILABLE 
474-6585 
6629 EMBARCADERO DRIVE 
AT BEN HOLT DRIVE IN STOCKTON 
Thursday April 17 
Statastsget 15% dfseoant by 
This box probably costs 
less than what would pay 
for a cardboard box. 
What a steal! 
Call 946-2115 
and get your box today! 
The Gallery Gifts & Things 
for th&thOngi-yotojuit ccuv't fund/ anywhere^ else-! 
Spiked bracelets, anklets, belts, leather goods 
Located on Miracle Mile at  1849 Pacific Ave. 937-2991 
ftagel Express 
1461 March Lane, Stockton 
209-952-2435 
Open: Monday-Friday 6 am to 6 pm 
Saturday & Sunday 7 am to 4pm 
"you've tried the rest 
now try the best" 
* Fresh bagels made from scratch 
8 days a week on the premises 
* Stuffed Bialys from heaven 
* 31 variations of bagels 
* Full Express Bar 
* Best Lunch in town 
"We call it pride, bagel lovers call it heaven!" 
Campus Events 
ASUOP Senate weekly meeting, 
McCaffrey Center Conference Room, 
5-7 p.m. 
Overcoming Depression , 
Group At the Cowell Health * 
6-7:30 P.m. To register can 
Greek Council Executive 
weekly meeting, 6 p.m. Bog 
Legal services, offered by ASUOP, 
5:30 p.m. - 7:30 p.m. in the 
McCaffrey Center ASUOP office. Free 
to students and a $10 fee for staff 
and faculty. 
Night Life 
Pacific Arts Woodwind Qu^ 
rfP-
the Recital Hall at 8 p.m. 
Tuesday Aprils 
O f f  Campus Events 
Maxwell's Bookmark hosts Author, 
Entertainer, Composer Steve Allen 
and his book BUT SERIOUSLY, 2103 
Pacific Ave., , 4:30 p.m.- 6:30 p.m. 
Campus Events 
p l «  
10 P' 
i-Cafft 
jba> 
Tuesday World Forum: "GeneraH 
X Around the World H'itf, «n*i 
Attitude" presented by UOP 
dents in the Bechtel 
Night Life 
University Symphony Orchestra, 
Michael A. Allard, Conductor at 8 
p.m. in Faye Spanos Concert Hall. 
Center at noon. 
The Lunch Bunch RE-Entry 
at noon- 1 p.m. in the McCajjJ tive 
Center private dining room. 
Founder's Day Movie: Upbeat 
Movie: Sure Thing 8 p.m. at the 
McCaffrey Center Theater. General 
Admission is $3, $1.50 for seniors 
and children under 12. Free to UOP 
students. 
Lifelong Learning Class, Adolesce, 
counseling for Drug & A/co^m 
Counselor STARTS TODAY. 
H.I.V. Testing at the Cowell Hea 
Center 6-8 p.m. 
llithae 
Mtt.in 
W 
ikCaf 
iiis: 
add 
Friday April 18 Wednesday April 2]! 
Campus Events 
Lifelong Learning Class, 50th 
Annual California History Institute 
Convention STARTS TODAY. 
Campus Events 
Body Image and Eating Issu 
Group at the Cowell Health Cent 
1:30-3 p.m.. Call 946-2225 to regf 
ter. 
Intramurals: Golf play today at 
Swenson Golf Course. 
Night Life 
Chi Alpha weekly meeting, in the Z 
Building East at 8 p.m. 
Greek Council, weekly meeting, 
the McCaffrey Center Conferen 
Room at 8 p.m. 
Upbeat presents the CONCERT 
you've been waiting for! 8 p.m. 
Intramurals: 4V4 Sand Volleyto 
Men's & Co-Rec entries CLOSE tod 
at 4 p.m. 
(amp 
'Ifdoii 
tnnua 
Convei 
OiiAl 
Saturday April 19 
Campus Events 
Lifelong Learning Class, 
Understanding Domestic Violence 
STARTS TODAY 
4u've 
Campus Events 
ASUOP Senate weekly nteetit 
McCaffrey Center Conference Kooi 
5-7 p.m. 
5 
Dance-A-Thon Competition spon­
sored by Delta Delta Delta as a phil­
anthropy for a local high school 
from 10 a.m. to 1 a.m., $15 registra­
tion fee per team. 
Night Life 
Pacific Boardwalk Hand Hall Lawn 
8 p.m.- 12 a.m. 
Night Life 
Upbeat Movie: Reality Bites; 8 pj 
at the McCaffrey Center J** 
General Admission is 3>-L 
seniors and children under 
to UOP students. 
% 
Monday April 21 
Campus Events 
Stress Relief Support Group at the 
Cowell Health Center 6:30-8 p.m. 
Open Enrollment. 
Campus Events j 
Intramurals:4 V 4 * 
Men's & Co-Rec PLAY today w 
Recreation Sand Courts. 
Off Campus Events  ^
am] 
ft 
ft 
•<Uf 
Vif 
Pit 
UII — 
Stockton Asparagus 
Crafts Show at Oak Gr y 
Park (1-5 at 8 Mile Road) W 
ra Buy one 
bagel 
get one 
FREE 
fS J,.. 1 Hoii, lie 
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Thursday April 17 
cmVe n. 
!ry 
Campus Events 
ASUOP Senate weekly meeting, 
McCaffrey Center Conference Room, 
5-7 p.m. 
Overcoming Depression Support 
Group At the Cowell Health Center 
6-7:30 p.m. To register call 946-2225. 
Greek Council Executive Board 
weekly meeting, 6 p.m. 
Legal services, offered by ASUOP, 
5:30 p.m. - 7:30 p.m. in the 
McCaffrey Center ASUOP office. Free 
to students and a $10 fee for staff 
and faculty. 
Night Life 
Pacific Arts Woodwind Quintet in 
the Recital Hall at 8 p.m. 
' f|k 
d SI >y 
Off Campus Events 
Maxwell's Bookmark hosts Author, 
Entertainer, Composer Steve Allen' 
and his book BUT SERIOUSLY, 2103 
Pacific Ave., , 4:30 p.m.- 6:30 p.m 
Tuesday April 2? 
J Night Life 
I University Symphony Orchestra, 
Michael A. Allard, Conductor at 8 
p.m. in Faye Spanos Concert Hall. 
Campus Events 
Tuesday World Forum: "Generation 
X Around the World With an 
Attitude" presented by UOP stu­
dents in the Bechtel International 
Center at noon. 
The Lunch Bunch RE-Entry Group 
at noon- 1 p.m. in the McCaffrey 
Center private dining room. 
s .#.4 Founder's Day Movie: Upbeat 
Movie: Sure Thing 8 p.m. at the 
ntul McCaffrey Center Theater. General 
|^™f Admission is $3, $1.50 for seniors 
and children under 12. Free to UOP 
students. 
Lifelong Learning Class, Adolescent 
counseling for Drug & Alcohol 
Counselor STARTS TODAY. 
H.I.V. Testing at the Cowell Health 
Center 6-8 p.m. 
ito Campus Events 
Lifelong Learning Class, SOth 
Annual California History Institute 
Convention STARTS TODAY. 
th ,G.v 
jm 
lltoci 
Friday April  18 Wednesday April  23 
Intramurals: Golf play today at 
Swenson Golf Course. 
Campus Events 
Body Image and Eating Issues 
Group at the Cowell Health Center 
1:30-3 p.m.. Call 946-2225 to regis­
ter. 
Night Life 
Chi Alpha weekly meeting, in the Z 
Building East at 8 p.m. 
Greek Council, weekly meeting, in 
the McCaffrey Center Conference 
Room at 8 p.m. 
Upbeat presents the CONCERT 
you've been waiting for! 8 p.m. 
Intramurals: 4 V 4 Sand Volleyball 
Men's & Co-Rec entries CLOSE today 
at 4 p.m. 
Saturday April I ? 
Campus Events 
Lifelong Learning Class, 
Understanding Domestic Violence 
STARTS TODAY. 
Campus Events 
ASUOP Senate weekly meeting, 
McCaffrey Center Conference Room, 
5-7 p.m. 
Oance-A-Thon Competition spon­
sored by Delta Delta Delta as a phil­
anthropy for a local high school 
from 10 a.m. to 1 a.m., $15 registra­
tion fee per team. 
Night Life 
Pacific Boardwalk Hand Hall Lawn 
B p.m.- 12 a.m. 
Night Life 
Upbeat Movie: Reality Bites 8 p.m. 
at the McCaffrey Center Theater. 
General Admission is $3, $1.50 for 
seniors and children under 12. Free 
to UOP students. 
Friday April 25 
Monday April 21 
Campus Events 
Stress Relief Support Group at the 
Cowell Health Center 6:30-8 p.m. 
Open Enrollment. 
Campus Events 
Intramurals: 4 V 4 Sand Volleyball 
Men's & Co-Rec PLAY today at Rainey 
Recreation Sand Courts. 
Off Campus Events 
Stockton Asparagus Festival Arts & 
Crafts Show at Oak Grove Regional 
Park (1-5 at 8 Mile Road) TODAY thru 
41 YEARS of QUALITY 
• c • a • f - e: • 
Breast of Chicken Sandwich 
Marinated Carved from the Bone 
"Stockton's Best" 
Ham burner 
100% Pure Ground Fresh Chuck. All 
natural Pacific Coast Grain Fed Beef 
Rotisserie Chicken 
with Fresh Herbs 
Barbcqued Beef Sandwich 
from our Wood Burning Oven 
Rotisserie Roasted 
Breast of Turkey 
Sandwich 
Presh Pacific Red Snapper 
Fash and Chips 
Nmv Serving 
fresh JDeep Fried Blue 
Pacific Oysters 
Freshly Steamed 
Artichokes 
Salads 
Fresh Squeezed Lemonade 
"STOCKTON'S BEST' 
FAST FOOD CAFE 
1612 Pacific Ave. 
463-6415 
ATM* V7SA, Discover MasterCard 
STOCKTON'S ONLY 
Drive Thru Espresso 
featuring: Expresso Roma, Berkeley's Best 
Wt onb use Pacific Coast NATURAl BKf and port .. 
Their feed is a sweet qranola of com and grams.. 
The Okfifashioned way 
* World's first Oyster gurrito * Fresh fish Tacos 
• (umbo Carte Prawns • Rotisserie Chicken 
' fresh Squeered Lemonade • Came Asada (grilled steak) 
"CamiUs (roast port) 
Phone Orders: (209) 952-6261 
4601 Pacific Avenue 
(one Mock south of March Lane) 
We accept ATM, VISA. Discover, it MasterCard 
FRESH • NATURAL • NO LARD 
v 10.19971 
1 iced, mocha. 
a**d <jet the 2nd at 
HALF PRICE 
•HvitU tUii COMflOM* 
| BlackwaterCafe 
•Stockton's Coffodtousc Sim 1981 
912 ,\"}osemitc St. 9434)938 
y^ r i n k  
Monday-Friday 
S1.50 Honey Brown Beer 
a drinking est. 
MONDAY any draft beer $1.75 
Tuesday & Wednesday $2.00 purple hooters 
THURSDAY $2.50 Jack Daniels 
*NEWpool table and 3 NEW dart boards* 
6 2 5 2  P A C I F I C  A V E N U E  S T O C K T O N ,  C A  9 5 2 0 7  
Pizza Raviolis 
Sandwiches 
Micro & 
Domestic Beers 
Darts • 3 TVs 
GUIDES 
pizza & pub 
Hours: 
Sun-Thurs 
10 tun to 10 pm 
Fri-Sat 
10 am to 12 am 
Wednesday i 
nights 
All-you-can-eat 1 
PIZZA 
$4.99 | 
Lunch or Dinnei 
we deliver! i m 
Just fax your order & j 
we'll bring it to you 
need a menu? 
fax # 472-7326 
Guirfi's 
UO? Specials 
Small. 1 top $6.99 
Medium, 1 top $7.99 
Large. ! top $8.99 
X-large, 1 top $9.99 
4415 Pacific Avenue 472-0783 
r 
J 
i' \ 
ft 
>s r /< u I y t z ? iC 
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Come join the fun! Tickets $3 
Heip support local high school's 
computer programs 
See a Tri-Delt member for more info, or call 946-9315. 
•It's not too late to register a team to dance competively for prizes. 
C O M P U T E R  S A T E S  •  S E R V I C E  •  P E R  A I R  
Don't Waste Time! 
Your time is valuable, and every minute counts. 
So don't waste your time shopping around. If you're looking 
for qualified, trained and professional people to assist 
you with all your computer needs, call Ralph's at 957-3555. 
We Take Pride In Our Work! 
SOFTWARE & 
COMPUTERS 
Ralph's Software & Computers 
429 East March Lane, Suite. C • Stockton, CA 95207 • 957-5555 
This space gets smaller and smaller every 
week. Call 946-2155 to advertise. 
Ok so this week its not so smali. It won't be 
this way forever. Call 946-2114 to advertise 
iilT 
AUTHENTIC 
NEW YORK STYLE PIZZA 
SANDWICHES-FRESHSALADS 
DRAFT BEER 
2300 W.Alpine Ave, 462-6668 
(1 Block From 1-5) 
with coupon 
one coupon per pizza 
expires 5/31/97 
I 
Thnr^nv April 17 ' 
Campus Events 
ASUOP Senate weekly meeting, 
McCaffrey Center Conference Room, 
5-7 p.m. 
Legal services, offered by ASUOP, 
5:30 p.m. - 7:30 p.m. in the 
McCaffrey Center ASUOP office. Free 
to students and a $10 fee for staff 
and faculty. 
Off Campus Events 
Maxwell's Bookmark hosts Author, 
Entertainer, Composer Steve Allen 
and his book BUT SERIOUSLY, 2103 
Pacific Ave., , 4:30 p.m.- 6:30 p.m. 
Night Life 
University Symphony Orchestra, 
Michael A. Allard, Conductor at 8 
p.m. in Faye Spanos Concert Hall. 
Founder's Day Movie: Upbeat 
Movie: Sure Thing 8 p.m. at the 
McCaffrey Center Theater. General 
Admission is $3, $1.50 for seniors 
and children under 12. Free to UOP 
students. 
Friday April 18 
Campus Events 
Lifelong Learning Class, 50th 
Annual California History Institute 
Convention STARTS TODAY. 
Intramurals: Golf play today at 
Swenson Golf Course. 
Night Life 
Chi Alpha weekly meeting, in the Z 
Building East at 8 p.m. 
Upbeat presents the CONCERT 
you've been waiting for! 8 p.m. 
Saturday April 19 
Campus Events 
Lifelong Learning Class, 
Understanding Domestic Violence 
STARTS TODAY. 
Dance-A-Thon Competition spon­
sored by Delta Delta Delta as a phil­
anthropy for a local high school 
from 10 a.m. to 1 a.m., $15 registra­
tion fee per team. 
Night Life 
Pacific Boardwalk Hand Hall Lawn 
8 p.m.- 12 a.m. 
Monday April 21 
Greek Council Executive Bon 
weekly meeting, 6 p.m. 
Night Life 
Pacific Arts Woodwind Quintet in 
the Recital Hall at 8 p.m. 
Tuesday April ?? 
Campus Events 
Tuesday World Forum: "Generation 
X Around the World With an 
Attitude" presented by UOP stu­
dents in the Bechtel International 
Center at noon. 
The Lunch Bunch RE-Entry Group 
at noon- 1 p.m. in the McCaffrey 
Center private dining room. 
Lifelong Learning Class, Adolescent 
counseling for Drug & Alcohol 
Counselor STARTS TODAY. 
H.I.V. Testing at the Cowell Health 
Center 6-8 p.m. 
Wednesday April 23 
Campus Events 
Body Image and Eating Issues 
Group at the Cowell Health Center 
1:30-3 p.m.. Call 946-2225 to regis­
ter. 
Greek Council, weekly meeting, in 
the McCaffrey Center Conference 
Room at 8 p.m. 
Intramurals: 4 V 4 Sand Volleyball 
Men's & Co-Rec entries CLOSE to' 
at 4 p.m. 
Thursday AprRM 
Campus Events 
ASUOP Senate weekly 
McCaffrey Center Conference Room, 
5-7 p.m. 
Night Life 
Upbeat Movie: Reality Bites_8 p "1 
at the McCaffrey Center lMfc[ 
General Admission is $3, •»i-
seniors and children under 
to UOP students. 
Friday April25 
Campus Events „ 
Intramurals: 4 V 4 Sand Vol 
Men's & Co-Rec PLAY today at Ra 
Recreation Sand Courts. 
Campus Events 
Stress Relief Support Group at the 
Cowell Health Center 6:30-8 p.m. 
Open Enrollment. 
Off Campus Events 
Stockton Asparagus 
Crafts Show at Oak Gr°v y ^rn 
Park (1-5 at 8 Mile Road) WV ^ 
APRIL 27. For more info l/w 
7488. Overcoming Depression Support 
n 
M PACIFICAN 
WI17, 1997 
GLLL 
FOR SALE 
22 
cars from $175. Porsches, 
idillacS/ Chevy's, BMW's, 
jvettes. Also Jeeps, 4WD's. Your 
J Toll free 1-800-218-9000 Ext. 
57OO for current listings. 
beautiful L-shaped couches, 
national ffduating and must sell. Call 946-
155 for details. 
PART-TIME JOBS 
iooo's possible reading books. Part 
lie. At home. Toll free 1-800-218-
• |0O Ext. R-8700 for listings. 
1000's possible typing. Part time, 
iil home. Toll free 1-800-218-9000 
it. T-8700 for listings. 
lilm production, talent mgmt., 
I ternships available. Call CRE-
I (FIVE ARTISTS MANAGEMENT at 1-
-0545. 
iav 
Students g 
10%discW 
•Chouse fay bnng|pg in thlsf, 
VENETIAN (477-5264 
'540 Mosaic Way 
SMrton, CA 95207 
,  f i r x n i a c i i i s  
jfesionaliy Managed By Norman Jacobson Management 
"Model open daily 
Unique 1 , 2 ,  & 3 
bedrooms 
'fork-like setting 
'Fireplaces 
- ... Best Value! 
™ol/Spa Best Location!! 
Grouse Run Apartments 
^Grouse Run Drive (209) 957-6710 
( A i r .  : .  A  K  L .  S  
pai mm 
Transportation 
San Francisco San Jose 
^cramento Oakland 
AIRPORTS 
Call For A Quote 
ery Reasonable Rat« 
(209) 957-2827 
ClASSTFIF.rK 
^foreclosed homes from pen-
on $1. Delinquent tax, Repo's, 
iS your area. Toll free 1-800-
Ext. H-8700 for current 
Resort is hiring for all or part of the 
summer. Salary and room and 
board. Call 1-916-676-1370. 
Safeco corporation is a Fortune 500 
financial services company, with 
emphasis in the insurance industry. 
It annually offers salaried intern­
ships as well as scholarships to qual­
ified candidates. The summer 
internships focuses on providing 
opportunities to learn about insur­
ance claims, underwriting, loss con­
trol, marketing, and soon after. For 
additional information, visit 2nd 
floor McConchie Hall, or call 946-
2361. The Safeco contact is: Greg 
Smith, 3000 Executive Parkway, 
Suite 300, San Ramon, CA 94583, 
(510) 277-8600 or FAX 277-8636. 
Governor's Office of Planning and 
Research seeks candidates for 
Summer interns. Information avail­
able in Career Services. Address 
questions and applications to the 
Internship Coordinator, Governor's 
Office of Planning and Research, 
1400 10th Street, SAC 95814 (916) 
322-0681. 
Inreach Internet Communications 
has various technical, non-techni­
cal, marketing, writing and other 
part-time projects and positions. 
EUROPE $269 
Within USA $79-$129 
Caribbean $249 r/t - Mexico $209. r/t 
fares World^ 
http://www.airhitch.org 
AIRHITCH® 415-834-9192 
est pending 
D./L tfermann 
Joyful Photography 
• Weddings 
• Portraits 
• Special Events 
(209)529-6654 
Hermann @ earthiink.net 
S A L O N  
% R AY 
1465 West March Lane 
Stockton. CA 95207 
(209)952-7286 95-BRAVO 
Contact David Daskin, 4202 
Coronado Ave., Stockton 95204, 
(209) 944-1983, or FAX 944-1987. 
Norwest Financial is now hiring 
June graduates for a paid internship. 
$10/hour. Candidates interested in a 
career in consumer finance should 
contact Barry Blum at (209) 951-
9864. 
Community Wide Web of Stockton 
seeks Technical Support Assistants 
with computer knowledge, internet 
experience and good phone skills. 
Flexible hours. 15 hours/week. 
$6/hour. Contact Jim Davis or Glen 
at 473-5950. 
Lipton/Tomato Technology Center 
seeks R&D Engineering Technicians 
and Analytical Lab Technicians with 
engineering or science backgrounds 
for seasonal positions. Contact Earl 
Eichelberger, 2029 E. Harding, 
Stockton 95202, (209) 932-2000 FAX 
932-2010. 
Stockton Savings Bank seeks 
Assistant for Loan Development. 
WordPerfect for correspondence and 
file merging tasks. Must be able to 
pass a math test using a calculator. 
Flexible schedule. $8/hour. Contact 
CHRISTINA FLOWERS 
CLASSIFIED ADS MANAGER 
Debbie Collard at 547- 7601 or Pam 
Nogori at 547-7641. 
Enterprise Rent-A-Car seeks intern 
candidates all semesters in various 
locations. In Stockton, SAC or 
NorCal contact Marylou Prevost, 
4732 Auburn Blvd., SAC 95841, 
(916) 349-8000 or FAX 349-8080. 
For Concord, SF, or Bay Area, Julie 
Bonnie, 2550 Monument Blvd., 
Concord 94524, (510) 609-6916. 
Tutorial Center seeks 
Microeconomics and Business Law 
tutors. Contact Howard Hawk at 
946-3219. 
For additional information on all 
postings visit Career Services located 
on the second floor of McConchie 
Hall, 235 West Stadium, Stockton, 
CA 95204 or call (209) 946-2361 
FAX 946-2760. 
Visit us for your A l<>tlICI'S 
We carry !\ TERNATIOI 
tUnicjue variety. 
Low, low prices. 
bay gifts. 
W GIFTS 
or all occasions. 
Gift World 
Weberstown Mall 
954-1078 
.Jdats Off to the Grad 
with custom printed invitations 
and announcements 
napkins and personalized gifts 
unique cards and custom gift wrap 
The Paper Plum 
300 Jl^ncoln Center 
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WHITEWATER RAFTING TRIPS 
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1632 E. Harding Wy 
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Battle of the sexes in volleyball? 
. ^ irrocc.mnt^ a 
ift' 
C. COLTON 
Pacifican staff writer 
Volleyball is a marquee sport at 
UOP where the men's and women's 
teams share success as both being 
nationally ranked. The comparison 
ends there. 
The attendance figures of the two 
teams are as different as day and 
night. The women's volleyball team 
averaged around 1555 fans at their 
games this past season. Not bad for a 
sport that draws poorly at many other 
universities. The men's team has been 
averaging 322 fans per game this sea­
son. 
Both teams are consistently ranked 
in the Top 25 and have made post-sea­
son appearances. So, why does the 
women's team nearly outdraw the 
men's team 5-1? 
"Our game is less established," said 
junior outside hitter Ian Crosno, refer­
ring to the fact that men's volleyball 
has only been a Division I sport at 
UOP for five years. The women's team 
has been at D-I for 22 years. 
Women's coach John Dunning dis­
agreed: "A program being around for a 
long time doesn't guarantee it will 
have good attendance." 
"Attendance has been down at 
women's volleyball games since 1990, 
the last time the team went to the 
Final Four". 
Success certainly has to play a part. 
Women's volleyball has won two 
national championships, in 1985 and 
1986. 
"It was the most successful thing in 
Stockton," Dunning said of UOP's 
women's volleyball back-to-back 
championships. 
"They have the recognition," said 
assistant men's volleyball coach Jo 
Coronel, "and they deserve it." He and 
Dunning agree that the promotion of 
the volleyball teams are low key. 
Dunning said both teams have 
C'S CORNER 
C. COLTON 
Pacifican staff writer 
Homerun heroes 
A softball game was won in dra­
matic fashion last Saturday when 
Carolyn Wilson nailed a two-run 
homer in the bottom of the sev 
enth to win the game. It was an 
awesome home run in which 
the Long Beach State outfielder 
knocked over the home run 
fence... 
Down Note 
The Tigers lost the night cap to 
Long Beach and then lost both 
games to Cal State Fullerton last 
Sunday to go 1-3 on the weekend... 
The Big Gun 
Wilson, the Tigers big gun, hit 
three home runs last weekend and 
two against Long Beach in the first 
game. Long Beach wised up and 
walked her three times in the second 
game. Cowards!... 
UOP, Hawaiian style 
UOP's many Hawaiian students 
turned out for two men's volleyball 
jbidcoustt 9ce BhatUuf 
cU the, OcJz PGAJZ 9c& Atesta 
This coupon, when presented at the OAK PARK ICE 
ARENA, is good only for Public Sessions when no other 
pn 
W 
romotions are in session for ONE FREE ADMISSION 
ITH ONE PAID ADMISSION. 
Signed. 
participant 
One coupon per customer. Skate rental: $1.50 
CITY OF STOCKTON PARKS AND RECREATION 
3545 Alvarado Street in Oak Park Phone (209) 937-7432 
taken a grass-roots pproach, "where 
you give someone a ticket (to a game) 
and if they like it, maybe they'll pay 
next time and bring a friend. This has 
been the way both programs have 
built their fan following. 
"Women's volleyball started out 
with nobody coming to watch and in 
four years they had a top program, 
said Dunning, "and the fan base 
grew." , 
The fan base is struggling at men s 
games because the program receives 
little exposure. 
"I think men's volleyball hasn t 
become one of the popular sports, 
said women's volleyball player Elsa 
Stegemann. "It needs more publicity." 
She and most of the other women's 
players regularly attend men's games 
and says about the men's team, 
"They're awesome!" 
As awesome as they are, could the 
men's team possibly be disappointed 
with its poor turnout at games? 
"It doesn't bother me at a]i« 
Crosno. "I just love playing, 
ball." He said that once peoni. 
to a game for the first time, th« 
ally want to keep coming back.'' 
"I'd love it to be as big as Ha 
said Coronel about attendance" 
Hawaii men's volleyball matches 
televised throughout the uu.1 
"There's no way it's going to be 
way." 
Dunning predicted, though, 
the team was consistently rai" 
the top four that a growth in 
dance might follow. The team hi 
rently ranked 11th in the nation. 
"The future looks bright," of 
wide-eyed Coronel, "it all dependj] 
what they plan in the future withi 
new athletic director and the at 
tration." 
For now the men's volleyball 
will just keep playing and hope 
effort fills the empty seats as 
hopefully prepare for the post 
toied 
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Home run derby vs. Sac. 
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matches vs. Hawaii on Friday and 
Saturday nights (two weeks ago) and 
most of them cheered for Hawaii. I 
think that's terrible! Where's their 
sense of school spirit? I don't care if 
they're from Hawaii, none of them 
go there, they go to UOR 
Freshman Kyle Kato, a 
resident of Hawaii said, 
"I cheered for Hawaii 
Friday night and UOP 
on Saturday night." 
The team she cheered 
for won each night... 
Volleyball fanfare 
Its true that men's vol­
leyball doesn't draw as well 
as women's, but I think the 
men's team should put more 
seats on the floor (perhaps several 
feet behind the service lines) and 
also make everyone sit in the first 
few rows. Everybody could get rowdy 
and that way it could be more of a 
home-court advantage-
Last week my one and only voice 
was cut from the paper. I vow to 
never let it happen again! 
JOSH MONTERO 
Pacifican staff writer 
Seeking redemption after losing 3 to 
Long Beach, the Tigers took out their 
agression on the Sac. St. pitching staff. 
The Tigers crushed 4 homers in three 
games to win 2 of the 3 game series 
with the Hornets. 
Friday night's contest was the 
low scoring one of the weekend, as the 
Tigers prevailed 3-2. Trying to give 
pitcher Dan Reichert some ran sup­
port, Shane Rooney hit one out, and 
Jason Vorhauer drove in 2 runs. 
Saturday's pitching duel had 
the Tigers on top by a final of 9-5. 
From the plate, Tye Hanseen launched 
a pitch back toward Sacramento, li^01 
collected a pair of ribbies. Eric N«3 hav 
(who went 2-4 on Friday) had an 
good day from the plate going c 
with a double and 3 RBI's. 
Sunday's matinee would# to b 
the Hornets avoid the Tiger swecpPten 
winning a close one, 7-6. ContimiPat < 
his hitting extravaganza, Niheu \ 
3-4 (a wicked 9-13 for the series) a 
added another dinger to his resumPH 
Not to be outdone, Gus Rubio < 
went yard for the Tigers, and drovefwet 
2 runs. 
Next up for the Tigers, t* 
Mary's comes into town for a J o 
aamp rameo. and then its o g e c ,  t  
Poly for 3. 
Intramural Update 
Softball and Soccer are underway, and going great. 
Congratulations to our Tennis champions: 
Men's singles: Travis Medley 
Men's doubles: Bruhns Florian & Herbert Forester 
Mixed doubles: Shilpa Avula & Matt Bronaugh 
Women's doubles: Jennifer Irvine & Larissa Leavens 
Thanks to all of you who are participating! 
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iaoN W'th U0P S new athletic director, Michael McNeelv 
Lifican Staff Writer ' \TlLbasketbal!Pr°sram? Ifldfic  t ff it  that 
He's worked as an assistant football invigoSnnVVbecomes a bi8 Part of 
0h and recruiter at the University of ated with ever>'body associ-
Colorado and as director of operations m baskethan'niVJ;flty- lts not lust 
Jt the NCAA. Now Michael S. c"u..„_k,etbalL . We have Brad 
0eely is making plans to begin his 
job as athletic director at UOP, 
fective June 1, 1997. 
Sports Editor C. Colton recently 
|ijked to Pacific's new sport chief 
the future of football, how UOP 
•jn capitalize on the success of its bas-
team, and a variety of other 
in 
Schumacher and women's volley­
ballI won the Big West Tournament. 
Well raise the bar in terms of 
expectation. We want people to 
identify with (UOP) year-round We 
want to create a festive, electric 
Kind of environment where its hard 
to get tickets. 
As an ex-recruiter, what kind of 
football coach voursplf St™fe?.,es wUl k0" e'"ploy to help the 
intend to do about the AcLmninZh^ ** t<>P 'Wr"'Y5? A championship program has got 
to have top-drawer recruits. Pacific 
is not for everybody. We want to 
find the kids that are right for 
Pacific. We want to get kids for our 
sports camps from junior high on 
up. We want people to be proud to 
be going here. Recruiting is key. 
football program here? 
think we want to get some 
the students. We want 
they have to say. As far 
, we'll put together a 
group that will take 
of time to evaluate the var-
We want to make 
ure our other programs stay strong 
and we're going to be working to 
improve those programs. 
| We're going to evaluate the 
ientoi options for football and whether or 
jit1? not to have it. We're going to do a 
diK iot of homework and visit with a 
® number of programs that have 
experienced similar things. It's 
oil; png fi be a proceess that is going 
m 1 be erY deliberate and it's not 
t could happen real imme-si pne t 
»te. 
Wh 
kct 
U ex 
nan 
»are 
[oing 
kind of relationship do you 
> have with the athletes? 
ct to be involved with them 
•propriate role. Their coach-
lere primary mentors. We're 
o have a student-athlete 
Uvisc / group and I view that as 
I l!1e that will be real active in terms 
1 feedback. 
How will you utilize the success of 
With your knowledge about how the 
NCAA works, how will it help you in 
your new role as athletic director? 
One of the specific goals is to 
develop a voice in the NCAA. I 
think how the system works is help­
ful in order to implement change. 
The inside perspective will serve us 
well. Knowing who the key players 
are is vital as well. 
What set you apart from the other 
candidates who applied? 
I think there's a few things. They 
(search committee) looked for a 
variety of skill sets whether its peo­
ple skills, business skills, back­
ground in athletics,and their over­
all enthusiasm for what they do. Its 
the chemistry that people have 
with each other at a particular time. 
Did you have an advantage being 
the first candidate to visit the campus? 
Maseeiy, auring bis assistant coaching days at the University of Colorado. 
It used to be when we'd recruit 
students against other schools, 
you d try to think 'Do we bring him 
in early or do we bring him in at 
the end'. So there's pros and cons 
about going first or last. I don't feel 
it was a real significant factor. 
What kind of goals do you have for 
the athletic program? 
You have to be real clear about 
what your mission is. In this case, 
our mission would be to conduct a 
Division I intercollegiate athletic 
program and make the student-ath­
lete a meaningful part of the stu­
dent body. My particular vision 
would be that Pacific would be a 
nationally respected program, that 
we performed at a championship 
level. That's a broad statement but 
that's the measure by what we 
would do everything. Not just on 
the field but how we deal with peo­
ple, how we deal with academics 
and so on. 
We want to have a program that 
plays by the rules, that we develop 
the student-athlete, that academics 
is the primary purpose of why the 
student-athlete is there. 
Playoffs salvage a season ending loss 
[OEGALLINA 
"cifican staff writer 
For the second year in a row the 
Sers are in. The playoffs that is. 
e$pite a loss Tuesday night to 
*°rd, at the Spanos Center, they 
fir '3Ce ^LA this Saturday in the 
5 round of the MPSF playoffs at a 
®to be determined, 
n^ford played a solid game but 
'igers did not give away the 
I fh- The Cardinal prevailed 15-
^ 15-7, 15-13 in a game that 
, ''acific unable to put it away. 
ey were up in Game 4 13-12, but 
°ut of fuel. 
UOP defeated UCSD last Friday 
in three straight games by scores of 
15-11, 15-13, and 15-8, and besting 
SDSU Saturday in a four game 
match by scores of 15-10, 17-15, 7-
15, and 17-15. 
Friday's game went like clock­
work as the Tigers manhandled the 
Tritons in almost every aspect. 
Opposite Greg Wakeham recorded 
25 kills, two aces, and 10 digs. 
Freshman sensation Vladimir 
Andric contributed 19 kills and six 
digs. Sam Crosson added 14 kills, 
and Freshman middle blocker 
Darrel Dilmore recorded ten blocks 
in his first start of the season. 
Saturday's match was much the 
same story, and despite the loss of 
one game, the Tigers still dominat­
ed and out played the Aztecs. 
Wakeham again proved to be the 
man, putting away 41 kills, and 
chalking up 11 digs. Andric added 
22 kills and two service aces. 
Crosson came up with 15 kills and 
added a lot to the defense, getting 
16 digs. Middle blocker Ian Crosno 
proved to be a valuable weapon of 
both offense and defense, putting 
12 kills to the floor while recording 
10 digs and one ace. Though the 
Tigers were held to a lower kill per­
centage by SDSU, their defense and 
all around play made up for the dif­
ference and got them the win. 
Scott KMjtr _ 
Vladimir Andric gets up to get down 
C. COLTON 
Pacifican staff writer 
The best news was that the Tigers 
ame from behind in their first of four 
;ames last weekend. 
The Tigers had a rough weekend 
ifter a heart-stopping win over Long 
teach State in the bottom of the sev-
:nth inning when Carolyn Wilson 
Men's Lacrosse 
went yard with a two-run homer. 
The Tigers were down 6-3 in the 
fifth but scored two to cut the lead. 
They then gave up a run in the sixth 
to make it 7-5 49ers, but in the sev­
enth Tristan Austin's RBI and Wilson's 
blast put the Tigers over the top. 
The weekend got worse from there 
as the Tigers dropped the second con­
test against the 'Niners 5-2 after lead­
ing 2-1 for most of the game. 
A two-RBI single by Beth Corriea 
gave Pacific the 2-1 advantage. 
Bautista started the second game but 
faltered late when four runs scored in 
the top of the seventh giving the 49ers 
the victory. 
Jumping out to a 2-0 lead the Tigers 
hit cruise control too early as Fullerton 
scored two in the fourth and fifth 
the W. . 
The Tigers lost the last game 
their main highlight was anot 
homer by Wilson. Leslie Rodgers. 
Bautista (who pitched in every gai 
each picked up losses thanks 
Fullerton and are 10-5 and 8-6, 
respectively. 
Lacrosse has a fun rollercoaster season 
the Tigers losing 23-5. whogivetheiraUout^ n t r ^  RYAN HARSCH 
Pacifican staff writer 
The two games last weekend 
brought to a close a roller-coaster sea­
son for the Tigers. On Saturday, 
April 12, the team played 
Sacramento State. After a trying, 
exhausting battle waged in the heat 
of the sun, the Tigers lost the game 
23-6. 
Freshman attackman David Jacobs 
had three goals and one assist in the 
game; junior attackman Dan Hazlett 
dished out one goal and two assists; 
junior midfielder Wayne Broberg 
made one goal; and cagey UOP 
Men's Lacrosse veteran Karl Neuman 
had one goal and one assist in the 
Sacramento State game. 
On Sunday, April 13, the Tigers 
took to the field once more to play 
against "the Great Green Hope," the 
Humboldt State Lumberjacks. The 
opposing team were a rag-tag yet 
fiercely competitive cadre of hippie 
lacrosse players from the northern 
backwoods. (By the way, how do 
you hide money from a hippie?...Put 
it under the soap!). 
The last game of the season was 
fought out once again under the 
scorching heat of the sun, and turned 
into yet another tool session, with 
Senior midfielder Eddie LeBaron, 
freshman attackman David Jacobs, 
sophomore midfielderUriah Delozier, 
sophomore attackman Steve Cabral, 
and junior midfielder Wayne Broberg 
each made goal in this game. Junior 
attackman Dan Hazlett also had one 
assist. 
"I believe these two games were a 
true testament to how we have been 
playing over the course of the sea­
son," commented sophomore mid­
fielder Jay "Waldo" Hurst after the 
game against Humboldt State. 
"Every player on this team are all 
dedicated and outstanding athletes, 
it will take more time 
work for us to grow into exp j. 
seasoned lacrosse players. ? 
"This season did give ^ 
astonishing record, howe 
held by the Dynamic freShm; 
attackman Dan Hazlett and fresn^ 
attackman David JaC 'cor tl 
became the highest scor jn fi 
UOP Men's Lacrosse Kan fifte 
years. Hazlett had a to . ec0m 
goals and eight assists ove ^ 
of the season, while J . ejj 
whopping twenty goals 
assists. 
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Baseball | Go hard or go home 
—  - •  T I T I ' Z T R  A  n rwicc fnr Left: Whiff1A swing and a miss for the Tigers last homestand. 
Below: They're not going to get her. Safe by a mile. 
